
Programme Specification 

I. PROGRAMME INFORMATION 

1. General Information  

- Programme title: Physics Undergraduate Programme 

- Programme code: 52440102 

- Length of the program: 04 years 

- Name of final award: Bachelor of Science in Physics 

- Awarding institution: VNU University of Science 

- Teaching institution: Faculty of Physics, VNU University of Science 

- Language of study: Vietnamese and English 

2. Programme Educational Aims/Objectives 

- Graduated students are Bachelors of Science in Physics of high quality and 

with strong creativity; moving toward producing new knowledge in the field of 

Physics 

- Graduated students can pursue careers in physics field and some other fields of 

knowledge-based economy such as researching, teaching, or applying physics 

in science and technology. 

- Students have abilities to use English with listening, speaking, reading and 

writing skills with the minimum standard of CEFR B1 level equivalent. 

- After graduation, student can continue their education in post-graduate 

programmes at national and international educational institutions. 

3. Admission criteria to the programme 

- National University Entrance Examination requirement: Mathematics, Physics, 

and Chemistry for incoming students. 

4. Learning and Teaching strategy 

- The learning and teaching strategy of the FoP is the “learner-centered 

education” strategy. 

- Diverse, multi-aspect active teaching and learning methods: Lectures, tutorial, 

supervisions, practical courses, seminars, discussion hours, group projects, 

homework assignments, etc. 

- Various assessment methods, using explicit and well-known criteria, were 

applied at the FoP to most accurately assess the ability of students in the whole 

learning process. The student assessment reflects the ELOs, the content of the 

programme and cover the objectives of the programme. 

II. EXPECTED LEARNING OUTCOMES 

1. Knowledge 

1.1.General Knowledge 

- To apply the knowledge about revolutionary ideology and moral values of the 

Vietnamese Communist Party and Ho Chi Minh Ideology in career and in life. 

- To apply the knowledge of information technology in scientific research. 

- To apply foreign language skills in communicating, exchanging and 

participating in specific research. 

- To evaluate, analyze situations in security, military and develop the attitudes to 

protect the independence and the sovereign of the country. To protect and 

preserve the environment, world peace and international friendship 

1.2.Fundamental Knowledge 

- To firmly master and apply the knowledge of natural science at undergraduate 

level. To develop an intellectual foundation for future learning and practical 

application. 



- To understand and apply knowledge of natural science such as Mathematics, 

Chemistry, Physics as a foundation for learning higher and more specialized 

fields of Physics. 

1.3.Specialized Knowledge 

- Master the knowledge of the specialized Physics area to analyze and 

understand physical reasons behind relevant natural phenomena and social 

behaviors. To understand and operate various modern equipment and facilities 

required in the area. 

- To approach the modern and novel knowledge in Physics. 

- To understand and apply the knowledge of the specialized Physics area to 

develop new ideas, to manage and to materialize those ideas, to evaluate 

various technical solutions to implement those ideas.  

- To apply practical and real world knowledge in the specialized area of Physics 

to speed up the integration into the student’s future professional career. 

2. Skills 

2.1.Hard Skills 

- Career skills: Skills to organize and arrange work items, ability to discover and 

to form new ideas, to develop fundamental and applied Physics problems. To 

analyze, evaluate, integrate, and propose appropriate methodologies to solve 

these problems. 

- Ability to intellectual reasoning and solving problems: After graduation, 

students have abilities to discover and generalize a specific problem, to analyze 

and evaluate, to reason and process information, to qualify and solve problems 

in specialized area of physics; they also acquire abilities to propose 

methodologies, suggestions and improvements to these problems. 

- Abilities to research and discover novel knowledge: Students have abilities to 

discover new problems, skills to research scientific papers and gather 

information, learn and train in experimental skills. 

- Abilities for systematic reasoning: Students have abilities to systematical, 

logical and multi-aspect analyzing a specific problem. 

- Abilities to apply learned knowledge and skills to practical problems: Students 

have abilities to use knowledge and skills learned in courses to real world 

problems; to apply various learned concepts, methods to solve practical 

problems. 

- Creative ability, development and adaptation in future career: Students have 

abilities to set personal goals, to motivate, to develop creative skills for future 

professional and personal developments. 

2.2.Soft Skills  

- Personal skills: Students have abilities to work hard, confidently, passionately 

and motivated; have the creative thinking, critical thinking, and time 

management skills; abilities to learn and self-learn; ability to integrate into 

society; to develop self-awareness and self-esteem. 

- Teamwork skills: Students have abilities to work in group, to adapt to changes 

in group members. 

- Management and governing skills: Students have abilities to form an effective 

working group, to motivate and facilitate groups’ activities, to develop and 

expand groups; abilities to manage and govern a group. 

- Communication skills: Students have basic abilities to communicate orally, 

through correspondence, through electronic media, have the ability for 

communicating strategies, abilities to present a problem in specialized field. 

- Foreign language skills: Students have abilities to use English fluently with 

listening, speaking, reading and writing skills with the minimum standard of 



CEFR B1 level equivalent; have abilities to use professional English 

vocabulary to participate in international scientific discussions 

- Other soft skills: Students have life-long learning skills, confidence working in 

an international environment, developing professionally and personally; 

always stay up to date in their field of expertise  

3. Attitudes 

3.1.Personal moral attitude 

- Students have good moral attitude, well behavior, modesty, passion, 

enthusiasm, honesty, hard-working, fairness toward social goods. 

3.2.Professional moral attitude 

- Students have awareness of life-long learning; have honesty, professional 

ethics, responsibility, reliability, passions for and motivation in their works. 

3.3.Social moral attitude 

- Social moral attitude: Students become responsible and law abiding citizen; 

develop the loyalty to the country; propose new ideas, solutions and 

contribution to society; involve other citizens, neighbors and family in 

contributing to the country; promote environmental protection, international 

friendships and world peace. 

III. PROGRAMME STRUCTURE 
- Required credit numbers: 137 

- Module 1: General courses (required by the VNU) 

28 credits Compulsory: 28 Credits 

Selective: 0 Credits 

- Module 2: General courses in social sciences and humanities: 

6 Credits Compulsory: 6 Credits 

Selective 0 Credits 

- Module 3: Fundamental courses in natural science: 

15 Credits Compulsory: 15 Credits 

Selective:: 0 Credits 

- Module 4: Fundamental courses of physics discipline:  

27 Credits Compulsory: 27 Credits 

Selective 0 Credits 

- Module 5: Physics specialized courses 

52 Credits 
Compulsory: 41 Credits 

Selective: 11 Credits 

Optional career orientation courses: Not-for-credit 

 - Module 6: Graduation courses 09 Credits 

Total 137 Credits 

 


